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I T I N E R A R Y  A N D  K I T  L I S T



What's on the agenda

Friday 

Thursday 

Enjoy a welcome dip in the river outside the hotel, guided by Ali, as you
acclimatise to your surroundings and test out the temperature of the water.
You'll then head back to the hotel for a nice hot shower and a delicious 3
course meal, over which you will chat through tomorrow's plans, some swim
guidance and your swim kit.

After breakfast at 8am, you'll enjoy your longest swim of the weekend in the
water, heading down into Windemere Lake all while experiencing the cold
for a longer period of time. After that, you'll return to the hotel to warm up
over a tasty lunch. In the afternoon, head down to the marina for some
paddleboarding fun on XL boards with one of our skilled instructors.

Awaken bright and early at 7:15am for a fresh, final dip in the river.
Afterwards, it's time for breakfast at 8am in the spa cafe. Once you're all fed
and fuelled, you'll enjoy some relaxation in Holte Spa, embarking on a one-hour
thermal journey in the thermal suite and spa garden. Bliss! Enjoy a leisurely
check out at 11am before heading home full of those post-swim endorphins!

Wednesday 
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W H A T  Y O U  N E E D

Swimsuits, more than one is ideal
Your own towel for the Lake (though we do provide fluffy towels for your post-swim

PLENTY of warm clothing - the Lakes can be pretty chilly! Specifically, remember to
pack your big coat, woolly hats, gloves and scarves etc.
Sensible, sturdy footwear for walking to and from the Lake
Backpack to carry everything
Bring any medication along, too, that you need to take routinely. An obvious one but

Ali will supply all wetsuits, socks and gloves but feel free to bring along any of your

showers!)

people do forget!

own gear
 

For your first dip on Wednesday, please pop on your swimsuit and use the robe provided.
You are also encouraged to bring along a towel plus warm clothes to jump into afterwards.


